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### For Immediate Press Release and Broadcast to the world.!
Keith Duncan June 14, 2015  Gifted to all of mankind as well as all other ACTS of WISDOM.!!

   Just WHO do I deliver the #1 conspiracy case and evidence to now?  !!
   !!!
Above is my current Business Card that I had out to anyone who expresses interest in my 
gifted Acts of Wisdom to literally  www.SaveAllNations.com !
I even pointed the original  www.TheTruthVault.com  to the automatic Playlist of 
YouTube.com videos to help them go viral to the masses of humanity around our world.!
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All that has ever been required is for a SINGLE person in USA Gov-
ernment to represent my Constitutional RIGHTS. !

!
!
 !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
On far left is terrorist ROSE. The second photo is Ms. Bashama aka Tammy Auston, 
guilty of conspiracies with Rose, Larceny per Marietta P.D. Report 1.11.2506.99, ID 
theft-fraud, Willful Obstruction of Officers and Justice, destruction of property, kidnap-
ping per TPO 11.1.1171.99 Cobb County GA Feb 22, 2011, and alleged murder of 
Cobb County GA Judge Fabier in Sept 2011 prior to Keith being kidnapped Oct 3, 2011!
!
### Press Release and re-Broadcast. June 12, 2015.!
!
www.UNIocracy.com!
!
!
END of previous night Skype.   Brittany sent me quite a few skypes 
last night that I replied to. She says she will never read another one of 
my emails, she is JUMPING SHIP and has better things to do that ac-
tually DO HER JOB.    !
!
!
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Here is  Skype conversations from my side over past two days since 
my PR firm has been refusing to use email out of fear I will re-publish 
their comments. !
!
[6/13/15, 2:37:38 PM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: !
     Extremely brief.  I have gone directly to major news rooms, emailed, phoned over 
and over.  I offer solutions on white paper dissertations, cross referenced with many 
other professional expert quotes and statistics, my solutions will never become any-
thing unless the people in any level,of authority are aware of the financial and legal 
damage being actively committed by those who manipulate laws and documents for 
their own nefarious and criminal,profiteering.    How would I have hard evidence that 
that rose is paying off anyone. Rose clearly never does anything that is public record.  
Roses constant criminal mistakes are his own false testimony on court transcripts, 
those police department reports, and his methods of electronically infiltrating court-
house and legal documents.  I spoke at length about cybercrime methods just last 
night to the FBI crime center call in gatekeeper.  I legally voice recorded the 20 min-
utes.  The first 5 minutes I am on hold even though their voice response queuing sys-
tem says wait time less than two minutes.  I am also a resident expert on voice re-
sponse systems design since I was prime consultant to ATT in fall Nov 2010 right when 
rose was criminally shutting down all 17 Racketeering companies based on granted 
Forsyth county GA judgement 08sc-1345 due March 2008.  None of these sequenced 
events are coincidences.  Neither is the signature of kidnap arrest warrant 9 am sept 
26, 2011 as I called back and waited for re admission to Langley af base,  Rose cyber 
stalked my car and calls to that precise location.  The most critical current news is the 
SolutionURL.com SolutionGovernment.com uniocracy.com and even the original single 
solutionBankFraud.com.   Any actual conversation is light years in speed and efficiency 
compare to my typing and broadcasting these irrevocable and irrefutable facts.  Those 
that have entered dialogue to share counter arguments have assisted in tuning of ver-
biage to eliminate the most major reasonable  objections.  Politicians are consummate 
at arguing for power, fame, and glory.  I exercise all my rights despite being so cruelly 
and vindictively persecuted by rose and all others for simple reason I have been turn-
ing their own signed testimony over to everyone for now 7 years.   I have put myself 
into semi comatose mode these last four weeks to burn time while these broadcasts 
are campaign marketed to all.  This process is extremely slow since so few people care 
much about anything but survival.  Enough for now.  I even published last journalistic 
blog titled. TheVeryEnd.  That is beyond the "it is finished" series I started about 5 
months ago when I left the USA since I had absolutely no physical assets of $1.4 mil-
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lion usd recovered or action by anyone after 7 years of fighting this one devil......  And 
all his co conspirators based on only their own signatures………!!!
[6/13/15, 7:08:54 PM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: !
      Again, If I COULD walk into any FBI, AG or USMilitary base, I would RIGHT now. I 
have already been doing this over and over for now YEARS.  FBI and AG blacklisted 
me from entering Atlanta offices. Why? Because they have already been informed over 
and over that key persons inside their own organizations are actively preventing 
ROSE's investigations and multiple arrest warrants. I have been asking hundreds of 
people and the PRESS to go WITH me into these headquarters for now years.   
Everyone is afraid of the FBI and AG.  The 'FEDS' are deathly afraid of being targeted 
by the public and press for NOT doing their jobs.  This also explains WHY so many 
people want me DEAD and to DISAPPEAR. So I DID, I went to CHINA to rebuild my 
enterprises as soon as I went from ZERO cash again by forcing my Bully Brother Doug 
Duncan to sell of $110,000 Duncan Tree Farm back in Sept 2014.  I have about 
$40,000 USD left after investing in technology, $11,000 car, and all these business and 
travel expenses across the USA and around the world.  These are all part of my $1.4 
Million USD investments in world economies.  has anyone else survived such severe 
Vindictive Persecution because they went to USA Military, per previous email I just sent 
you.  It was the ORIGINAL reason I went to Langley.  Keith!!
[6/13/15, 10:17:30 PM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: !
      Absolutely. Consider this entire lifetime sequence of extensive lifetime training and 
events my own extreme journey through every conceivable experience to test my ulti-
mate resolve to serve GOD and ALL people. Consider the number of felony crimes 
committed and who is directly tied to criminal actions by their own signatures and self 
generated evidence. Consider this as the ultimate pilgrimage to the original roots of 
mankind's struggles with predatory greed, vice, worry, and the ability of society to per-
vert and dishonor GOD's Word and original design for his creations. Then consider I 
have literally survived by the utmost perseverance administering GOD's word, common 
sense, and the use of technology to learn, then teach mankind how to solve the majori-
ty of their own issues, conflicts, problems, and yes, cure their predatory greed once 
and for all.  Consider I have been on the ultimate sabbatical, isolated from the rest of 
humanity because of the actions of one DEVIL who defies investigations and his own 
ultimate demise by the most cunning methods of all time that include bribery, extortion, 
layering himself behind sequential groups of very powerful governmental officials who 
routinely break felony laws in order to prevent the discovery by anyone of their previ-
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ous crimes against so many others.   So many considerations.  All I have ever asked is 
that JUSTICE BE SERVED and my stolen assets returned so I could finally complete 
these true GOD FOCUSED MINISTRIES.  Is that too much too ask of the world???     
The fastest way is for the USA Military to call the FBI and AG since they clearly are ac-
tively preventing any investigations and arrests. I have been voice recording and re-
porting all of these conversations, and yes, publishing my emails to USA Government 
for many years now.   DEADLY SILENCE is indeed a great two word description that I 
can explain at any level of detail to anyone.        DO what ever you do best, find some-
one to simply CALL me, as I now wait for SOMEONE in USA or even the rest of the 
world to actually just DO THEIR JOBs.  That is all that has ever, ever been required.  
So sad that i have utilized tens of thousands of man-hours and over $500,000 USD of 
my own earned assets to fight ROSE in court and now in the public eyesight when 
THEY go after ROSE since USA Government is clearly conducting criminal enterprises 
by their own complete lack and absence of call back responses.  Ask the public if they 
ever get call backs from anyone in their government agencies. I place Las Vegas odds 
the answer is hardly ever. ...  I know why, how, who, and the damages caused by so 
much public corruption and self entitlement.  I am off to visit new friends now and con-
tinue on my own GOD centered ministries.   For that is who I am and what I do my en-
tire life....   SOLVE problems and then teach others how to solve their own problems at 
all levels....   Keith!!
[6/14/15, 7:46:19 AM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: !
     Good Christian morning. A few months ago, I compressed down the absolute basics 
for broadcast. It is www.SaveAllNations.com that is one page campaign flyer.  The oth-
er is www.SolutionManifesto.com that contains absolute bare bones documentation 
about cause and effect of ROSE's massive cyber attacks on USA government.  Since 
ROSE and other cyber criminals are committing these 'perfect clear collar crimes' at 
their complete leisure and with out being detectable by normal means, there is your up 
to date 2015 story for journalists.  The ability to steal an extremely wide variety of in-
formation from anyone allows Insider Trading, blackmail, extortion, and especially the 
resale multiple times to as many bidders as possible.!!
[6/14/15, 7:55:19 AM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: !
      A typical story. ROSE (or cyber criminal) monitors the home office of a USA Military 
planner or a high ranking Congressman.  They can see and hear anything being done 
over a highly secure VPN connected computer as well as meetings, phone calls, and 
even 'sex scandals'.  This information can be resold to terrorists, Defense contractors, 
corrupt Judges/liar-lawyers/Politicians, and literally other governments. This is treason, 
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espionage, wire-tapping, and a variety of almost all felony crimes. This includes capital 
crimes against the government and even the USA Military.    These are all the reasons 
I went to Langley Sept 25, 2011 for safe haven so I could finally debrief knowledgeable 
people who would not ignore the most obvious.  I am an extremely knowledgeable per-
son who was being actively cyber attacked, had discovered ROSE's multiple crime or-
ganizations, and had already escalated to all levels of the Federal Government before I 
was ordered kidnapped on exactly the same day I was waiting for re-admission.  All 
records (bank, credit card, phone records, and personal testimony of 6 MPs, and  2 
OSI officers are part of the eye witness testimony required for any journalists, investi-
gator, and especially Federal Judge and Special Prosecutor to start signing arrest war-
rants based on 'more than' probable case and overwhelming confirmed evidence of 
who is in direct conspiracy with ROSE.     Yes. almost everyone turns away because 
their attention span is so limited, they do not want to work themselves out of their 
cushy government or lawyer job.    I would put this into paragraphs. It is easier to just 
write one big SEND.   The most incriminating evidence will always be all these court 
documents and especially the same 37 documents that are sealed and have mostly 
disappeared from Clerk of Court in Norfolk VA.  That is why I have been asking the 
USA Military to retrieve them, since FBI and AG are DEADLY SILENT for now 7 years.    
For if I had done ANYTHING wrong, the USA government judicial and legal systems 
are custom designed to punish anyone for almost anything.  For they all make profit.  
Just like I make profit on reporting all these events to the public.  They will be BEYOND 
thrilled and also outraged that these are common practices as I have carefully and sys-
tematically documented by interview so many personal eye witness testimonies.!!
[6/14/15, 7:58:28 AM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: !
       Just WHO DO I deliver all this incriminating evidence to.     WHO I ask.  
WHERE.  How do I get any assurances that all of this critical documents will not 
be TRASHED, deleted, or even used to falsify against myself by changing a few 
words and accusing me of SOMETHING.  Really ANYTHING. for that is indeed the 
extreme risk of anyone going TO the FBI and AG offices. They will always say, if you 
think your life is being threatened, your only recourse is to call 911 and ask your local 
police to protect you.  Oh, that should worked for me, more than 10 911 calls and direct 
calls to District Attorneys, Police Chiefs, CID investigators and then literally hundreds 
of direct emails, faxes, and personal visits over the course of 7 years.   Do you now 
have enough of this extreme VINDICTIVE PERSECUTION story for someone, literally 
anyone to simple CALL me.!!
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[6/14/15, 8:00:26 AM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: You know 
what to do and who to contact. I can assist as I do have absolutely impeccable creden-
tials, have been professionally trained at huge personal expense of time and asset, 
and am waiting for the first call over this past 7 extreme years.   I can indeed answer 
almost any question with 1. yes, 2. No. 3. I do not know, if it is very important, I can find 
out for you or refer you to someone who does know.  This saves EVERYONE time and 
effort. One of my other prime specialities.    It is on these multiple broadcast videos and 
white paper dissertations.!!
[6/14/15, 8:00:48 AM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: Image below.!!
THIS is added COMMENTARY not sent through SKYPE. !
        Below  is just one of over 75 court documents that will SHOCK the public and 
those left in USA government and Press who actually uphold justice and do their jobs. 
For it is 100% true that each and every court document, transcript, court ruling, email, 
voice recording clearly shows the multiple felony crimes committed against myself as 
well as the comprehensive and complete coverup conspiracies that continue through 
today, June 14, 2015.  All other documents have been smuggled out of HELL-Jail, re-
covered at the courthouse houses, as I even paid outside people to gather and protect 
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these critical documents including my own churches and business friends to SHOW 
the world who are the real criminals by their own signatures.   In the history of our legal 
and judicial system, their has never been a single occurrence of multiple kidnappings 
and over 100 people directly tied to one terrorist who have escaped investigations and 
justice for such a long period of time.  Actually millions of criminals are directly affected.!!
[6/14/15, 8:01:44 AM] Keith Duncan BuiltByKeith CreatorKeith.com INC: This will al-
ways be the re-starting point for a journalist or investigator, and then any Judge to see 
probable cause and start signing arrest warrants with probable cause.  I miss nothing, 
nothing at all..  Keith!!
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